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Opening Remarks and Dedication
This basic module on qualitative data generation/collection, management, analysis
and interpretation was prepared for use by a variety of users: (1) researchers who are
experienced with statistical/quantitative designs but unfamiliar with the same level of
detail for qualitative designs; (2) graduate or post-doctoral students who seek to deepen
their understanding of how qualitative research happens; (3) interested members of
research grant staff who may have some understanding of the research process in
general, but who seek additional knowledge for working with qualitative data they
encounter in their communities of interest; and (4) other interested stakeholders,
especially people living in the varied communities of interest to research efforts,
wherever and whoever they may be.
Several assumptions informed this work: (1) ALL people are entitled to know what
research is, why it is done, and for whose benefit; the implication of this is that they may
be better informed to at least understand what research is all about, so they may decide
for themselves whether or to what extent they want to participate. (2) All people hold
knowledge that benefits not only themselves and their communities, but also the work of
science, health care, and reducing/eliminating inequities in resources. (3) It is possible
to conduct rigorous research while simultaneously respecting, honoring, and benefiting
the residents in all kinds of communities. (4) Well-done qualitative research is a
complement to additional types and kinds of inquiry; it allows a personal perspective,
voice and experiential presence to be a part of all meaningful inquiry designed to
describe, explain, predict, enlighten, measure and/or improve life and health for all
people. (5) Like all forms of systematic inquiry, qualitative research is always a work in
progress, sensitive to the changes, contexts, challenges, priorities, and other factors
that comprise the human condition, in all kinds/types of settings. This module does
NOT replace a full course in qualitative methods. Rather it opens the door with basic
explanations, and then invites interested investigators to take one or more full courses
in the design, conduct, and evaluation of qualitative inquiry.
As a long-time qualitative researcher and educator, the author dedicates this work first
to the residents and community members of New Mexico and surrounding areas, then
to the community of scholars with whom she has worked in both CO and NM over the
years. Finally, she dedicates this work to Dr. Robert Williams, PI of NM CARES HD and
RIOS net, and the members of the NM CARES Research Core, who have shown
themselves to be dedicated, talented and passionate researchers who work to eliminate
inequities in health for all people. I salute all of you and thank you for this opportunity to
share a small bit of information about how to do qualitative research.
Sincerely,

Jennifer B. Averill, RN, PhD, author of module
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Content Synopsis for Basic Qualitative Inquiry
Created by Jennifer B. Averill, RN, PhD
Associate Professor of Nursing, UNM College of Nursing
Senior Fellow for NM CARES HD
Original Facilitator of the Qualitative Café at UNM
PREFACE
This very basic overview of qualitative inquiry includes a glimpse
of the philosophical/conceptual underpinnings of qualitative
research, as well as abbreviated, simplified strategies for the
generation/collection, management, analysis, and interpretation of
qualitative data. It is prepared for use by novice or inexperienced
qualitative researchers, with the caveat that for a deeper
understanding and the capacity to serve as a PI on a qualitative or
mixed methods project, one should take a full course in qualitative
methods, covering research design [numerous qualitative
traditions exist—e.g., ethnography, grounded theory,
phenomenology, etc.], question/proposal development, data
generation/collection, data analysis strategies, and interpretation
of findings. Such courses exist at UNM [both main and north
campus] and other research-intensive universities, for on-theground and web-based learners. Users of this simple module are
strongly encouraged to locate/identify the qualitative researchers
here at UNM and work closely with one or more of them when
learning and mastering the techniques described here.
INTRODUCTION: The module is organized into six units of content,
extracted and simplified from a graduate level overview course in qualitative methods
taught by this author. A full content outline for that course appears as Appendix D for
this module, for readers who may be interested in a more complete description of
essential knowledge attached to qualitative inquiry. Also in that same Appendix D are
essential and recommended texts for use in understanding the content; numerous
additional texts and articles exist for these content areas, and it is likely that many more
can be added [by additional qualitative researchers] to this module in the years ahead.
Unit 1: Conceptual and philosophical vision for qualitative research
•

•

Qualitative/naturalistic inquiry emerges from a human science perspective (as
compared to the logical-empirical perspective) --> it focuses on human
experience, perceptions, and contextual-historical-cultural-embodied
interpretations of the human realm. The basis for understanding this scientific
distinction can be found in any good graduate course on Philosophy of Science,
a foundational slice of content.
Qualitative work envisions truth as not only scientifically verifiable information,
but also [equally] information/beliefs as lived/experienced by people themselves.
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Qualitative inquiry takes place in field settings where people live, work, attend
school, or otherwise experience daily life [as opposed to inside a controlled or
laboratory setting]. The researcher is a visitor, a “professional stranger” [in the
words of ethnographer Michael Agar], not an expert in the setting.
Knowledge claims are valid when a group or community accepts them as an
improvement over previous knowledge, understanding or experience.
The goal of qualitative research is not generalizability and/or ‘proof’, but instead
meaning, insight and understanding about something or about people’s lived
experience. It is more about the kind, importance, impact or quality of things, as
opposed to the measurement of things.
Research methods are useful and trustworthy [similar ideas to reliability and
validity] to the extent they actually represent what is going on in a community, a
group, or a sample of participants, as interpreted/related by the participants
themselves.
Human science and qualitative inquiry hold that all research is communitarian in
nature—it engages people in a common/shared effort to better understand,
describe, explain, and/or resolve problems and inequities.
Qualitative inquiry recognizes and advocates multiple (pluralistic) designs,
perspectives/voices, methods, and approaches in solving human problems.
Consistent with the above statement, it is very common for qualitative
investigators to work as members of mixed methods teams, to better achieve a
more complete picture of what is going on in a community or setting.
Qualitative work generally takes more time than other types of inquiry because it
involves asking many questions, making multiple observations, engaging in
reflection and discussion/negotiation with participants, and analyzing many kinds
of non-numeric data.
In Polkinghorne’s (1983) words: “All of our knowledge is conditional knowledge,
constructed within our conceptual systems, and thus knowledge is a communal
achievement and is relative to time and place…(p. 13)…What is called for is
getting on with the development of a science without certainty that deepens our
understanding of human existence” (p. 281).
Because qualitative inquiry is as specialized and detailed as quantitative/
statistical work, it is generally not feasible for one researcher to be equally
proficient in both types of research. Thus, a research team approach will often
produce more significant, reliable findings.

Unit 2: Qualitative designs and ways to generate your research questions
•

Some of the best-known qualitative designs include ethnography [several types],
phenomenology, grounded theory, and interpretive description. Please see the
5

•

•

•

Appendix for more detailed explanations for each of these, as well as key
readings for best understanding of the origins, purpose, and conduct of each
design.
Qualitative work is not a “one-size-fits-all” design, just as numerous kinds of
statistical, quantitative, and epidemiological designs exist. Some commonalities
exist among the qualitative designs [see Unit 1 above], but there are important
differences and implications for the kinds of research questions asked, as well as
the methods used for data management, analysis and interpretation.
Research questions may be generated by a researcher, but are often refined
and shaped—at least in part—by the interests, concerns, and voices of
participants in the research process. This happens because participants are seen
as experts in their own lived experience, and they may partner with a researcher
to explore, explain, change, or understand something.
Readers are strongly encouraged to take a course in qualitative methods to
grasp the substance of these design differences. Otherwise, mistakes can be
made in the application of strategies that are poorly informed, understood, and
(mis)interpreted. One way of thinking about this is to consider how many different
varieties of “automobiles” exist….one risks many problems if s/he treats all
automobiles as if they had the same identical structure, requirements for
operation, manufacturing standards, styles of production and function, or repair
needs. It makes more sense to decide what kind of vehicle is needed, then make
a choice that fits the need, the driver’s capabilities and budget, and the service
requirements that the buyer can manage. Similarly, for most accurate results in
qualitative research, readers are encouraged to learn more about this branch of
systematic inquiry, and/or work alongside experts in the field.

Unit 3: Entering “the field”, collecting and managing qualitative data
•

•

Do the homework first—learn as much as possible about the setting,
communities, cultures, and information relevant to participants. This includes
thorough literature reviews, epidemiological reviews of health indicators/other
data, incidence/prevalence of problems, demographic trends, historical/cultural
factors, literacy/health literacy levels, geographic and ecological details, visits
with key gatekeepers in the communities of interest, levels/kinds of engagement
with community-level problems and with outsiders [eg, researchers, etc.].
Qualitative researchers enter the field not as “experts’ with answers, but instead
as good listeners/observers, with open minds, cultural/social humility, and more
questions than answers. This is congruent with the philosophical intent and
orientation to inquiry expressed in the Units above.
Qualitative data consist of many forms and kinds of information: interviews—
both individual [for depth and detail] and group [for breadth and the group
6

•

•

•

•

perspective]; participant observation in/of daily life; archival data [eg, news
accounts, library resources, health care brochures/information--for reading level,
language options, eligibility requirements]; arts and artifacts; theater and drama
presented by participants; written policies; storytelling experiences, etc.
Ways to capture/record these data include audiotaping, videotaping,
photography, researcher field notes/logs of all activities, use of large tablets/
easels with a common/public view of what is recorded, and many additional
strategies for noting, preserving accurately, and holding data considered
important to the conduct of the research and the answering of questions. This
comprises the transparent audit trail. Obviously, with all of these possibilities, the
tension existing between ethical conduct of research and participant data-sharing
must be addressed by the researcher. Specific consent forms may be required
for the various kinds of data. Researchers are encouraged to evaluate this before
launching data generation/collection, so that all IRB requirements are met, and
all data considered important by participants are also included in some way that
is acceptable to all concerned.
In earlier times, qualitative researchers tracked all such data using file cards,
notebooks, and extensive note-taking. To some extent, depending on setting,
participants’ preferences, IRB requirements, etc., some of these very old
strategies may still be best. For instance, there are participants who do not want
to be taped and/or photographed. In such cases, the researcher simply attends
deeply to the encounter and conversation, then records her/his field notes
afterwards—this is not as accurate, but at times it is the only option. In other
situations, we may use an array of smart phones, tablets, digital recorders/
cameras, and laptop computers that aid us in capturing these data. It is the
researcher’s responsibility to know what is legal, what is ethical, what is
permitted by participants, and how to honor all of these considerations.
The management of data is handled on a case-by-case basis, incorporating
elements in the point above this one. But in general, it is helpful to aggregate all
field notes, researcher reflections, and additional information into some kind of
electronic format….a simple word processing or text filing package is perfectly
adequate for this. There is no need to invest in very expensive software to
gather, then later process/analyze the data…regardless of what anyone tells you,
the real work of managing and especially of analyzing qualitative data is in the
mind of the researcher—repeat: the researcher is the instrument, and no
software package can make the decisions about how to classify a piece of
information, to decide how/why it relates to any other….software is helpful for
holding, organizing, moving, collating and preserving data. But the work of
interpretation, decision-making, and dissemination is the province of the
researcher, in concert with the participants, in whatever way has been
negotiated.
Regarding software: depending on whether the researcher works on a PC or
Mac-based platform, there are free, open-source examples of basic software for
capturing and organizing qualitative data. One can locate these by doing a
Google search online, and the researcher/author writing this module strongly
recommends that a novice qualitative scientist do this, rather than assuming that
only the most elegant, expensive packages [eg, N-Vivo, Atlas.TI] can do this
task. If the reader expects to conduct multiple qualitative studies, s/he is strongly
7

encouraged to thoroughly explore student versions of those 2 largest, best
known packages, then take a course in one or both of them—they are very
complex, powerful, and they require considerable training to be proficient in their
use. One simpler, long-time package that is available FREE online for only PCusers [does not run on a Mac] is EZ-Text, available online from the CDC—just go
to the following link: http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/library/software/eztext/index.html
• Here is the actual description from that CDC page about their EZ-Text
qualitative software:
• Overview
• "CDC EZ-Text" is a software program developed to assist researchers
create, manage, and analyze semi-structured qualitative databases.
Researchers can design a series of data entry templates tailored to
their questionnaire. These questionnaires are usually administered
during face-to-face interviews with a sample of respondents. A
response to a question may be entered into EZ-Text either as a
verbatim transcript (e.g., from a tape recording), or a summary
generated from the interviewer's notes. Data from respondents can be
typed directly into the templates or copied from word processor
documents. Following data entry, investigators can interactively create
on-line codebooks, apply codes to specific response passages,
develop case studies, conduct database searches to identify text
passages that meet user-specified conditions, and export data in a
wide array of formats for further analysis with other qualitative or
statistical analysis software programs. Project managers can merge
data files generated by different interviewers for combined cross-site
analyses. The ability to export and import the codebook helps to
coordinate the efforts of multiple coders simultaneously working with
copies of the same database file.
• Copies of the EZ-Text software and user documentation can be
downloaded free of charge from this web site.
• If you have further questions or problems, please send an email
message to: eztext@cdc.gov
•

Also at the CDC website are additional free software packages that the
reader may find helpful for general or mixed methods research:
• AnSWR is a software system for coordinating and conducting large-scale,
team-based analysis projects that integrate qualitative and quantitative
techniques.
• Epi-Info--Easy form and database construction, data entry, and analysis
with epidemiologic statistics, maps, and graphs.

•

For Macs, as of June 2013 [when this module was finalized], the reader is
encouraged to at least look at a web page called “Chaos and Noise”, which
describes several open source qual software packages for Macs; see the
information at: http://morsla.wordpress.com/2010/09/03/qualitative-analysissoftware-for-mac-a-brief-look/
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•

NOTE: Remember that web-based information changes constantly, and readers
should expect some changes from the links here with the passage of time—keep
up with frequent searches for new offerings of software.

Unit 4: Analysis and interpretation of qualitative data
•
•

•

Readers should use all of the points made in above Units as a basis for moving
into qualitative data analysis and interpretation.
Regardless of the many kinds of qualitative data one generates, it is always
fundamentally about the following processes: data generation data display -->
data reduction --> data analysis and meaning-making/conclusion-drawing -->
assuring the integrity, transparency and accuracy of all processes and findings,
including some kind of validation with participants --> dissemination, in whatever
way has been arranged or negotiated with appropriate stakeholders.
Stakeholders may include the research team, the academic partners, the
community partners [eg, tribes, citizen groups, families, students, providers,
planners, important others].
Qualitative data analysis always consists of trying to make sense of the data,
each kind of data by itself, then as a whole, blended package of kinds-of-data
[the integration and synthesis of all the data forms-textual, visual, etc., as
described above]. Thorne calls this process “from pieces to patterns”, holding the
activities of organizing, reading/reviewing mindfully, coding, reflection
[researcher-is-instrument], thematic derivation and analysis [finding meaning].
The author of this module uses the following scheme of actions for qualitative
data analysis, after converting textual data in Word to a software package for
analysis [please see Appendix for a more explanatory, detailed version of this
sequence]:
• Detailed reflexive reading of all the textual data, saving relevant,
meaningful data and discarding irrelevant data, such as researcher
clarifications or an interruption in the conversation (eg, by someone
entering the room or a thunderstorm passing by); this is a data-cleaning or
culling process;
• Open coding of the transcripts, in which each line of data is analyzed for
meaning, culminating in text excerpts reduced to concise, named
segments (eg, cost of prescriptions, problems getting somewhere); at this
point data are still organized into individual level responses, such as
individual interviews or individual sessions with a group.
9

•

•

•
•

Re-sorting of the identified segments into distinct conceptual categories
for additional analysis of commonly coded portions, or secondary coding;
this resorting moves the data from individual to collective/overall group
data, from which final conceptual elements or codes will be extracted.
• Re-reading, interpretation, and extraction of recurring ideas, patterns of
meaning, or language from the coded categories, yielding a final set of
codes common across/distilled from all data; and
• Synthesis and integration of the recurrent patterns, emergent across all of
the data, into distinct themes, each conceptually unique, yet internally
consistent with regard to the research questions; the themes represent
propositional statements or linkages among the distinct codes or
categories of meaning, as well as study findings. Themes are larger units
of meaning than codes, usually in the form of propositional statements.
An additional/complementary strategy for the display, analysis, and dissemination
of qualitative data is a matrix…A matrix is a useful technique for organizing final
themes; it can be created to represent a description of findings, a depiction of
process, or a set of outcomes generated, consisting of data cells as “crossing
points”, such as across varied participant/stakeholder groups, in response to the
same research questions, or as particular strategies used by different
communities, across a common set of disparities or problems. Major points are
bulleted in a matrix, reflecting synthesis and providing ease of access and
understanding by multiple stakeholders at varied levels of research literacy.
Readers are encouraged to read a paper in Appendix E by the author, in which
data analysis is presented in more depth and detail.
Again in a very general, “big picture” vision of qualitative analysis, a useful
metaphor both in structure and function is the common funnel:
! The broad, open top of the funnel is the gathering place and entry point for
data—all kinds of data enter in, each representing a unique kind of
knowledge, exemplar, or data source [as described above in Unit 3].
! Once combined in the funnel, computer, and/or mind of the researcher, the
varied types of data begin their dance of linkages, relational dynamics, and
strands of meaning; they swirl together, yet still represent distinct patterns of
knowledge and insight.
! They undergo intensive reflection and analysis by the researcher, sometimes
aided by participants. Gradually, as they move through the narrower portions
of the funnel and towards the finish of the study, and by way of data displayreduction-analysis, they coalesce into fewer bits of common meaning and
conceptual clarity that cut across all data sources. This journey through the
funnel represents the processes of reading-reflection-sequential codingthematic analysis/derivation described above.
! At the point where the findings flow out of the funnel, they represent the
collective synthesis, integration, and meaning-making [the “so-what?”] of all
inputs. The nuggets are the themes and conclusions articulated by the
researcher.
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Unit 5: Issues of representation, evaluation/critique, rigor and presentation
•
•

•

•

Relational dynamics, ethical conduct, and negotiations with participants are key
processes in insuring representativeness of data/findings.
Qualitative rigor is achieved by multiple strategies, but is generally referred to as
study integrity or trustworthiness. The author’s article [see Appendix E] holds
specific criteria for rigor used in her rural health research. However, interested
readers can find a great deal of additional, enriching literature on qualitative rigor.
Among qualitative scholars, there exists a tension between allowing participants
to decide the extent of quality or rigor, since they provide the raw data for the
study in question, and the scientific perspective for verifiable findings based on
external criteria….it is the author’s perspective that a blending of these views is
the best overall solution. The classic work on qualitative rigor was done by
Lincoln and Guba (1985), who described the indicators of truth value,
applicability, consistency, and neutrality as touchstones of trustworthiness
analogous to the familiar reliability and validity we know from quantitative
research. The citation for their timeless work is included in the references for this
module, at the end of Appendix D.
The author acknowledges the outstanding contribution to this topic by Dr. Karen
J. Lottis, PhD, RN, who graduated two years ago from the UNM College of
Nursing, in her dissertation about health care perceptions of indigenous people in
British Columbia—Engaging the Liminal. Here is an unpublished excerpt from her
work, used with her permission, to discuss qualitative rigor, especially in working
with indigenous groups [but the author believes it pertains to any/all participants]:

There is a further level of verification that must occur in a critical/transformative
paradigm. Fine, Weis, Weseen and Wong (2003) contend that social responsibility
must also be verified, and offer a series of questions designed so that “social
analyses might be continually reassessed an (re)imagined” (p. 198):
1. Have I connected the “voices” and “stories” of individuals back to the set of
historic, structural, and economic relations in which they are situated?
2. Have I deployed multiple methods so that very different kinds of analyses can be
constructed?
3. Have I described the mundane?
4. Have some … participants reviewed the material with me and interpreted,
dissented, challenged my interpretations? …
5. How far do I want to go with respect to theorizing the words of informants?
6. Have I considered how these data could be used for progressive, conservative,
repressive social policies?
7. Where have I backed into the passive voice and decoupled my responsibility for
my interpretations?
8. Who am I afraid will see these analyses? Who is rendered vulnerable/
responsible or exposed by these analyses? …
9. What dreams am I having about the material presented?
10. To what extent has my analysis offered an alternative to the “common-sense” or
dominant discourse? What challenges might very different audiences pose to the
analysis presented? (p. 199-201)
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All of these criteria for methodological rigor resonate with Lincoln’s (2002)
proposed/emergent criteria for doing qualitative research, all of which position the
community as arbiter of quality:
1. Voice – articulation of who speaks, who is silenced or silent, and for what
purposes. Voice is interpreted as “resistance against silence” (p. 337).
2. Critical subjectivity, in which the researcher and participants share a dialectic,
negotiate an interpretation, and determine an action
3. Reciprocity, which describes the intensive sharing of information, points of view,
reflexive interpretations, and significance for research outcomes and findings.
4. Sacredness, which is emerging from a feminist perspective that science “has a
sacred and spiritual character” (p. 339), and aims to create relationships of
mutual respect, dignity, and appreciation.
5. Sharing the perquisites of privilege, a referent to recognition, royalties, or other
benefits that may derive from the sharing-writing of research findings. [Lottis,
K.J., 2011)

Unit 6: Writing, reflection, conclusion-drawing
With qualitative researcher-as-instrument, the writing up of findings, conclusions,
and meaning/insight achieved is a work of knowledge production.
• Respected educator/phenomenologist Max van Manen said of writing: “Writing is
not just externalizing internal knowledge, rather it is the very act of making
contact with the things of our world. In this sense to do research is to write, and
the insights achieved depend on the right words and phrases, on styles and
traditions, on metaphor and figures of speech, on argument and poetic image.
And these are values that cannot be decided, fixed or settled, since the one
always implies, hints at, or complicates the other.”--Max van Manen, in his book
Writing in the Dark (p. 237)
* Depending on the level/extent of partnership negotiated with research
participants, the writing up of qualitative findings may be something jointly owned,
disseminated, or utilized. More often in the current activities of mixed methods
research, it is a dimension of overall study findings; it must adhere to the
appropriate philosophical and methodological principles of qualitative inquiry, as it is
presented in writing, and then again as it is integrated into the complete set of
•
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findings, which likely hold a blending of quantitative/statistical, epidemiological, and
other types of data.
• As with all research, qualitative conclusions drawn and findings presented
represent a moment in time, may change with new information or events, and
should always be interpreted cautiously and contextually. If done properly, these
findings should bring into the mainstream of scientific inquiry the actual voices,
perceptions, priorities, and lived experiences of the various participants we in
health care seek to serve, assist, and encourage.
• Dissemination is really of two types, both equally valuable and important: the
scientific community expects researchers to publish their work in peer-reviewed
sources, present the works at key conferences, and share the knowledge
achieved with colleagues, students, funding sources and stakeholders. But of
equal importance is the need to take the findings back to the communities and
participants who shared it—in whatever forms or forums that the participants
request. This might include town/community meetings, inservices, colorful charts,
executive summaries written in plain language or the language of residents,
photographs, policy seminars before elected representatives and leaders, or
selected public venues.
• For the author of this module, the process and outcome of qualitative inquiry fits
very well into the approach we know as CBPR, since it invites/evokes all voices
to take part in the description, analysis, and resolution of major questions, issues,
or concerns. Genuine qualitative research is so much more than “just a few focus
groups” added to an otherwise quantitative design….it vividly represents the
voices, perceptions and experiences of people living the reality we
investigate….thus, being consistent with the true ethical, equity-related, socially/
politically leveling values of naturalistic/qualitative inquiry is essential. Its
philosophical/conceptual, as well as methodological principles and methods are
not optional, but critical to accurate representation of the people involved.
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Appendix A
Qualitative Designs
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! Note from Jennifer on Qualitative Research Design(s)
There are at least 2 major ways to think of qualitative research designs: One is to begin
with the conceptual/methodological details & differences among the varied traditions or
approaches; the second [which is the one I recommend to you at this phase of your
work] is to be most concerned with the big picture, or the commonalities overall about
qualitative inquiry, with a nod towards the various specialty designs that fall under that
larger umbrella. The Richards-Morse text is a brief/foundational sketch of some of those
well-known variations & subspecialties. There are additional texts that also do that,
including Patton. My overall recommendations for you include the following:
•
•
•

•

•

Read all that is assigned, noting especially the common threads & ideas that
unite all qualitative designs; this course is not on designs, per se, but on the
overview of qualitative research. Designs are simply one part of the whole.
Identify the common threads, ideas, strategies, or ways of thinking that are
common to all of the designs. Thorne & Patton are very good at helping with this;
Denzin & Lincoln add a fine depth to this discussion.
Read about some of the differences across the major designs, noting where they
diverge/converge from the overall ideas. At this point, you should not worry about
which one is best for you—it is far too early in your own research trajectory. This
really is no different from your study of numerous quantitative research designs—
you learn about many, but are not expected to choose one until you are much
closer to your own proposal. But you are expected to know the general, overarching ideas, procedures, & ways of thinking for any quant/statistical study—the
same is true for qualitative designs.
When you really want to know the depth, detail, history & scope of particular
qualitative designs, do take the time to track down original or primary/major
sources for these, rather than rely on others who analyze, categorize, & describe
the various traditions/designs, but who do not actually do or innovate them. I
have placed a number of these primary sources on our N 607 Recommended
List of texts. Now you know why I did not recommend that you purchase any
Recommended texts until you determine which if any of them might benefit your
own research & scholarship trajectory ;-)!
There are numerous writers/authors/scholars of qualitative work, & they do not
share complete consensus on what the major designs actually are….usually, you
will identify ethnography, phenomenology, & grounded theory as strong
examples. Richards-Morse present these well known designs as their base of
analysis for the text, and include a section on mixed methods designs [our
Recommended/Additional readings also have several excellent texts on mixed
methods designs*. These* are not the focus of N 607, but we can discuss them
as we enter the later weeks of the course, if you are interested & we have the
time. There are also other designs that appear in alternative sources/texts. We
will spend just a little of our face to face time reviewing these, so that later on, if
desired, you can follow up in more depth & detail. Bottom line: please relax
about trying to take the micro-view across the various qualitative designs. Go for
the major ideas & points at this juncture. Thanks!
17

•

Here is a brief synthesis of some of the major qualitative designs, with info drawn
from numerous sources in J’s library & experience—here’s hoping this table may
be of some help:
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Some General Steps to Follow in Preliminary Data Analysis [JBA]:
The following “very general scheme” is suggested as a way to approach preliminary
data analysis. It must be emphasized that in the qualitative paradigm and way of
thinking, this is NOT a linear process, is not perfectly predictable, and is subject to
modification based on reflection & insight. Why, you may ask, is this so? Because
qualitative research aims to accurately capture slices of real life, & translate them
meaningfully into research findings. Real life is very “messy” in terms of everyday
occurrences. People move through a variety of settings and experiences, hold varied
attitudes and mindsets, are influenced by countless variables and events, and clearly
defy perfect predictability and prescription. For that I am so thankful! All of that means
that in doing research qualitatively, we do so with the knowledge that:
•
•
•
•

•

all knowledge & findings are co-created between the participants & the
researchers
everything is tentative & subject to modification, pending a change in thinking, life
events, or other unforeseen circumstances/events
flexibility is absolutely key to obtaining a wide array of data in varied settings,
from as diverse an array of participants as we can find
because this research unfolds as a partnership with community residents &
participants, we are always sensitive & responsive to their interpretations of our
work; what we think we are discovering or learning may shift as we gain their
understanding & insights. Always, THEY are the experts in their own contexts &
daily life.
All that said, we can still be systematic, efficient, and auditable in all of our
procedures!

So here is a very general scheme that we will follow as we begin to manage &
analyze all of these data. I hope the RA team will find it helpful:
1. Read the initial transcripts carefully & thoughtfully
2. Listen to the initial transcriptions by the transcriptionist, while simultaneously
comparing what is heard on the tapes with what is written as script. It is
extremely important to CLEAN the data: that is, to insure the best possible, most
accurate fit between what is heard on the tapes & what appears on the transcript.
This normally results in an edited set of transcripts, since research team
members have a different knowledge base regarding what is on the tape and
how it matches the research questions. This step is key since all subsequent
coding & interpretation rest on an accurate depiction of what was said during the
interviews. Unnecessary, confusing, or obviously irrelevant information on a tape
(e.g., a pause because of a telephone ringing, the interruption of the
conversation by a 3rd person needing assistance, etc.) may be removed or filed
in a separate electronic file entitled “miscellaneous”.
3. Once the scripts are edited, find a systematic way to number each line of text on
a page. Then print out a set of cleaned, edited transcripts for initial open coding.
NOTE: eventually, this step may be revised once everyone is very comfortable
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with the Atlas ti software; however the most critical thing is for the reader and the
data to interact, for the reader to reflect deeply on what is said, & to analyze the
significance of the words. NO software can make these judgments for us—we
are the instruments. Software is merely an assistant for organizing, storing &
grouping data we have assigned to various categories. PLEASE reread this
statement—it is crucial…
4. Read attentively & deeply EACH interview, using brackets, a pencil (since ideas
may shift with the reading & thinking), & initial open coding of chunks of text. We
are reading for major ideas, concepts, or categories of information. We record
these major items to the right of the blocked text, doing so in abbreviated form—
usually in single word, or a few brief words or a short phrase. This begins the
process of synthesis—the extraction of or distillation of absolutely key words in a
larger block of data. It is rather like a mental “funnel”, into which a great blob of
narrative data are poured, & out of which the reader distills nuggets that capture
the essence of what was said. This requires considerable mental energy, focus &
ability to concentrate. When you begin to do this, you may only be able to work
for brief periods; but with practice, you develop the ability to concentrate in longer
blocks of time. But take breaks periodically, so that you are always fresh & ready
to engage each transcript openly.
5. Once all of the interviews have been individually coded for conceptual
categories, we revisit each briefly, to see if we want to collapse any of the
categories into fewer categories of distinct information. We continue this process
until we are satisfied that all conceptual categories have been extracted from the
interviews.
6. Now that we have initially coded each interview, we use the computer to help us
develop a 3rd set of transcripted data: in this case, we identify, using the
numbered lines from each interview, ALL cases of “category x”, all cases of
“category y”, etc. We then pull ALL cases of each code/conceptual category from
the interviews (collectively). What we end up with is a new set of transcripts. In
this new set, each unique transcript contains ALL instances of each conceptual
category or code. We acknowledge that a few things may be double coded, &
end up in more than one category. Not a problem! Data are what data are, & not
everything stands apart from everything else.
7. Now that we have a new set of initially coded transcripts, we repeat the process:
print out the commonly coded transcripts & go through a second coding for key/
major ideas& conceptual categories. Again, think of the funnel….this time our
“units of analysis” are commonly coded sequences or scripts. From these we
synthesize & derive a finer & further set of conceptual categories or codes. The
process is the same: read carefully, code segments, then look over each unit
(commonly coded set of scripts) for opportunities to collapse or refine essential
categories or codes.
8. When we complete this process, we are ready to move to a new phase of data
analysis: thematic analysis. In this, we assemble these secondary/finer codes &
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reflect on how they interrelate to each other. The metaphor for this process is the
model of a molecule—remember that from a long-ago science class? Consider
each “molecule” or atom to be analogous to a secondary/finer code. Thematic
analysis is the process of LINKING those individual codes/molecules/atoms in
propositional statements. Keys to this process:
•
•
•
•

use simple language
use short sentences
plan to construct declarative sentences or brief phrases for the propositions;
Jennifer will show you some examples of “themes” from her previous work.
If it is helpful, use diagrams or illustrations to illustrate how the concepts/ideas
relate to each other propositionally. Jen likes to use matrix analysis for this
phase, as it facilitates the display, comparison, & analysis of emerging
findings.

9. Thematic Analysis is a phase for which we take the emerging findings from our
analysis back to the participants for validation. If they “recognize” & agree with
what we think we have extracted from the data, we are on target; if we have
missed something crucial, we revisit the collection and/or analysis.
10. I think this is far enough for the present time in the progression of this research
project. There is much more to say & do; but this should help the RA team have a
focus, a pathway to follow, & an opportunity to use our collective debriefing
sessions as a means of multiple-voice analysis, comparison, & understanding. I
suggest you print out this information & keep it handy, so that as we move
through the long process of qualitative data analysis, you can always see where
in the forest your “tree” might be located! My sincere thanks for your help—this
would be immensely difficult without your assistance! And I hope you may learn
something valuable from the experience. Take care….see you soon!
--Jennifer
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APPENDIX D: Detailed Content Outline for a Basic Qualitative
Methods Course [JBA]
Unit 1: Conceptual, paradigmatic, and philosophical issues and
perspectives in qualitative/interpretive inquiry; cultivating/creating
questions for inquiry
A. The nature of qualitative inquiry: paradigms, worldviews, perspectives,
comparisons to quantitative inquiry
B. Locating the field [describing ‘the field’]
C. Philosophic assumptions
D. Interpretive frameworks & communities
E. Generating/creating appropriate questions for interpretive description
F. Contextualizing your study in the existing literature
G. SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
• How would you define/describe qualitative inquiry, & how does it differ from
quantitative inquiry?
• Please identify and analyze the several most compelling [to you] paradigmatic
points, assumptions, or worldviews that inform qualitative research.
• What are some of the philosophic roots & origins of qualitative inquiry?
• What is meant by interpretive description?
• What is meant by methodological congruence?
• What is meant by ‘the field’ in a discussion of qualitative research? Can you
provide at least one example of a ‘field’ for your own research interests?
• Please offer at least one suitable question from your own interest areas that
could be explored using interpretive description.
• I recognize that this is likely your first graduate course in qualitative research.
But from where you are currently, what do you see as the most critical/
important strengths/benefits & weaknesses/limitations for doing this kind of
research? You may modify your thinking as we go, but this is a starting point
in the Discussion.
H. READINGS:
• Patton, all of Part 1 (chapters 1-4)
• Richards & Morse, chapters 1 & 2
• Thorne, chapters 1-3 & 6
• Denzin & Lincoln: scan Parts 1 & 2; then select 2-3 chapters from these
sections that interest you—read them & integrate them into our Unit 1
Discussion. You may return at anytime to additional chapters in parts 1 & 2 of
this text.
• For this requirement, you are asked to become familiar with several sources
that offer ongoing/periodic resources, articles, and ideas about qualitative
inquiry. Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any
of these sources for Unit 1 [& for each of our other Units], choosing material
that is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the particular
Unit we are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal of
Contemporary Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family &
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Community Medicine [has occasional articles using one or both of these
approaches to research]; any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/
organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed
journals that are receptive to qualitative research]; or any article listed at Dr.
Michael Agar’s website: http://www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from
these 2 articles into our Unit Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles
that you read for each Unit, so that classmates may benefit from each other’s
choices.

Unit 2: Qualitative designs, strategies and approaches to inquiry
A. Designing qualitative studies: structure, design, characteristics, process, ethical
& IRB considerations
B. Some of the best known qualitative designs: phenomenological research,
grounded theory research, ethnographic research; there are others, which we
may mention as we move through the course [e.g., participatory/action research,
etc.]
C. Comparing & contrasting the designs we study here
D. Introducing & focusing the study, elements of design
SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
• Under what conditions might you choose a qualitative design for your
research? Why?
• What are the defining & critical characteristics of a qualitative design (any
kind)?
• Please engage/analyze the several different designs in terms of overall
purpose, scope, fit for a clinical or research-related problem or question—I
want to see you compare/contrast how a study might look in the various
designs. Focus only on design in this Unit—save analysis, etc. for later Units.
You might come up with a potential research question, then discuss how it
would be addressed in the various designs.
• Thorne avoids a dialogue about these several designs, & instead focuses
simply on descriptive inquiry as an overarching design….how would your
research question be addressed if you were using her ‘interpretive
description’ as a design strategy? Please analyze how that may/may not differ
from the other several options. I realize this is somewhat a judgment call—it is
about the strength & clarity of your arguments
E. READINGS:
• Patton, all of part 2 (chapters 5-7)
• Thorne, chapter 4
• Richards & Morse: chapters 3-4
• Denzin & Lincoln: may review anything you liked in part 2; also read Part III—
you may scan it, then return for deeper reading on particular chapters; be
certain to read well chapters 19 & 23, in Part III
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• Recommended—NOT Required: Creswell: chapters 3, 4, several; 5 is
optional, but somewhat helpful in clarifying differences among designs
• Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any of
these sources for Unit 2 [& for each of our other Units], choosing material that
is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the particular Unit we
are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal of Contemporary
Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family & Community Medicine
[has occasional articles using one or both of these approaches to research];
any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this
is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed journals that are receptive to qualitative
research]; or any article listed at Dr. Michael Agar’s website: http://
www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from these 2 articles into our Unit
Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles that you read for each Unit,
so that classmates may benefit from each other’s choices.

Unit 3: Entering the field, generation/collection of qualitative data
A. Fieldwork strategies, observation methods, qualitative interviewing (there are
many variations), documents, photography
B. The data collection circle/cycle; questions to guide the discussion
C. Access, rapport, communicative interaction
D. Engagement with the data, & everything is/are data J
E. Management & protection of the data
F. Emergence of arts-based inquiry, arts as data (visual data)
G. Including a research log/field notes & reflective journal
H. Comparison of data collection/generation across the several designs
I. SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
• In terms of qualitative data collection, can you distinguish among the various
strategies (variations on observation, interviews, notes & journal)? Please use
this opportunity to question, clarify, & understand the similarities & differences
among the strategies.
• What kinds of ‘sampling strategies’ are used for qualitative inquiry? Please
identify & compare them. How/why is this different from what we use in
quantitative studies [a critically important question]?
• What are the advantages/disadvantages of 1:1 interviews compared to group
interviews or focus groups?
• Analyze the similarities & differences between group interviews & focus
groups.
• What information would you expect to put into your field notes or log? How
does that differ from information you would place in your reflective journal?
• Under what conditions might you include visual data (photos, videos, arts,
other creations) in your qualitative data collection? How would you address
issues of privacy & confidentiality when using visual data?
• What is meant by ‘saturation’ of data? This entails conceptual thinking…
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• Can you identify & analyze at least 2 strategies for preserving the quality &
integrity of qualitative data that are collected for analysis?
J. READINGS:
• Patton, chapters 5-7
• Richards & Morse: chapter 5
• Thorne: chapter 7
• Denzin & Lincoln: Scan all of Part IV, returning to more deeply read any 2 of
the chapters in part IV, with emphasis on the collection/generation of the data;
I recommend chapters 26-29, in particular
• J’s article, a summary of findings for a recently completed rural health study,
currently under revision, then more review—focus on the section about
collection/generation of data—included for you as a PDF file; additional
articles may be forthcoming
• Any article in a recent issue of Qualitative Health Research (QHR); vol 20,
number 5, May 2010—the issue is devoted to focus groups.
• Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any of
these sources for Unit 3 [& for each of our other Units], choosing material that
is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the particular Unit we
are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal of Contemporary
Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family & Community Medicine
[has occasional articles using one or both of these approaches to research];
any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this
is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed journals that are receptive to qualitative
research]; or any article listed at Dr. Michael Agar’s website: http://
www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from these 2 articles into our Unit
Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles that you read for each Unit,
so that classmates may benefit from each other’s choices.
• Instructors’ additional notes, to be shared during this Unit

Unit 4: Analysis and interpretation of qualitative data
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Data analysis & interpretation
Important questions for discussion
Specific strategies for analysis
Comparison/contrast in analysis across the various designs
Making sense of data-“From pieces to patterns” (Thorne, p. 7): organizing,
coding, reflection, thematic derivation/analysis, matrix analysis
Examples of analysis
Preserving the trustworthiness & integrity of the research
Qualitative software—the good, the bad, & the ugly
SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
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• In quantitative studies, we are accustomed to ‘numbers’ as our units of
analysis; what are the units of analysis (all the various kinds) for qualitative
inquiry?
• What are the meanings/definitions of these processes: coding, thematic
derivation, matrix analysis, immersion & crystallization?
• What role does software play in qualitative data analysis? What are its
benefits? What are its limitations?
• How does the work of data analysis vary across the various designs?
• What do you consider the most challenging aspects of qualitative data
analysis? How would you address them directly as a researcher?
• What are several important perspectives or points in the work of data analysis
(see ch. 32 in Denzin & Lincoln)?
• What are specific ways that we try to strengthen the analysis and the eventual
outcomes/findings?
• What is meant by the term ‘thick description’?
• What role does the researcher play in the nature, work & product of
qualitative data analysis (this goes beyond entering data into software)?
J. READINGS:
• Patton, chapter 8
• Richards & Morse, chapters 6-9
• Thorne, chapters 8-9
• Denzin & Lincoln, chapters 32, 34, 35 & 37 [any additional chapters that
interest you in Parts IV-V]
• 2 PDFs provided for you: my paper again, this time focusing on the data
analysis section; excerpt from Clifford Geertz
• Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any of
these sources for Unit 4 [& for each of our other Units], choosing material that
is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the particular Unit we
are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal of Contemporary
Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family & Community Medicine
[has occasional articles using one or both of these approaches to research];
any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this
is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed journals that are receptive to qualitative
research]; or any article listed at Dr. Michael Agar’s website: http://
www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from these 2 articles into our Unit
Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles that you read for each Unit,
so that classmates may benefit from each other’s choices.

Unit 5: Issues of representation, evaluation/critique, rigor and
presentation
A. Understanding ‘representation’ and ‘voice’ in qualitative research
B. Enhancing the quality, credibility, & rigor of qualitative research
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C. Representation, voice, quality, rigor, & presentation of work across the several
designs
D. SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
• What is meant by ‘representation’ in qualitative research? How is it achieved,
and what is the impact of ‘voice’ in representation?
• In quantitative inquiry we refer to reliability & validity when we analyze quality
& rigor; what are the analogues or similar ideas in qualitative inquiry? How
are they similar to or different from reliability & validity?
• How do researchers achieve indicators of quality & rigor across the different
designs? Pay close attention to similarities & differences.
• Whose voices are represented in an assessment of rigor? Who has
responsibility for the logic and authority of qualitative inquiry? Why is this
analysis also a political discourse?
READINGS:
•
•
•
•

Patton, chapter 9
Richards & Morse: chapters 8-9
Thorne, chapter 13
Denzin & Lincoln, scan all chapters in Part V, then return/read any 2 that
speak to you on the Unit 5 topics
• Cohen & Crabtree, 2008 (PDF); Mykhalovskiy, et al., 2008 (PDF)
• Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any of
these sources for Unit 5 [& for each of our other Units], choosing material that
is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the particular Unit we
are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal of Contemporary
Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family & Community Medicine
[has occasional articles using one or both of these approaches to research];
any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this
is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed journals that are receptive to qualitative
research]; or any article listed at Dr. Michael Agar’s website: http://
www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from these 2 articles into our Unit
Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles that you read for each Unit,
so that classmates may benefit from each other’s choices.

Unit 6: Writing, reflection, conclusion-drawing
A. Writing, reporting, reflection & conclusion-drawing as the product of qualitative
inquiry
B. Issues & questions we face in writing up qualitative research
C. Writing findings across the various designs
D. The hermeneutic circle & interpretation (Patton)
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E. Dissemination of our findings: public, targeted, specific audiences; kinds of
dissemination
F. Dissemination issues across the several designs
G. Conceptual clarity, coherence, & simplicity in writing
H. Blending technique & reason, art & science (Thorne, p. 230)
I. SEMINAR QUESTIONS to guide Discussions online [start with these, feel free to
add your own questions to the common discourse]:
• How does a researcher’s audience impact what/how s/he writes up the
findings?
• How do we achieve a balance & integration between researcher conclusions
& those of our participants?
• In terms of final write-up & conclusion-drawing, what are differences &
similarities across the various designs? Reflecting on your own research
interests, which of the designs seems a stronger or weaker fit for inquiry (for
you)?
• To borrow an idea from Thorne, how do qualitative researchers successfully
blend technique, reason, art & science into a coherent write-up for their work?
• After all of these readings, questions, & considerations, explain what you see
as the future of qualitative inquiry—both in general, & for you as a nurse
scientist.
• How does ‘qualitative evidence’ fit into this discussion, & how should we apply
it in our programs of research?
· READINGS:
• Patton, chapters 8-9 once more
• Richards & Morse, chapter 10; optional: Chapters 11-12, on writing your
qualitative proposal
• Thorne, chapters 10-12, & 14
• Denzin & Lincoln, all of Part VI—chapters 43, 44 & the Epilogue by Lincoln &
Denzin
• Morse’s work on ‘qualitative evidence’ (PDF)
• Please select/choose a minimum of 2 peer-reviewed articles from any of
these sources for Unit several [& for each of our other Units], choosing
material that is current [less than five years old], & that is pertinent to the
particular Unit we are studying: Qualitative Health Research (QHR); Journal
of Contemporary Ethnography; Social Science and Medicine; Family &
Community Medicine [has occasional articles using one or both of these
approaches to research]; any journal listed at http://www.slu.edu/
organizations/qrc/QRjournals.html [this is a very rich listing of peer-reviewed
journals that are receptive to qualitative research]; or any article listed at Dr.
Michael Agar’s website: http://www.ethknoworks.com/. Integrate material from
these 2 articles into our Unit Discussions, & thank you for citing the 2 articles
that you read for each Unit, so that classmates may benefit from each other’s
choices.
~ ONCE MORE: A very brief synopsis of your texts, to help you organize your thinking/
reading for summer term, including the 3-hour interval we will have together face to face
during summer term:
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Patton: a classic text about qualitative inquiry—what it is, why we use it, how we
prepare it, analyze it, & apply it. Patton writes well, has a great sense of humor/
wit, & is your basic, most seminal text for this class.
Richards & Morse: a respected reference that details sufficient knowledge &
description about several of the most common designs of qualitative inquiry; very
useful in a beginning course, when one seeks simply to know a little &
understand how the various designs differ/compare, & how to think about,
perform, & write up a qualitative project.
Thorne: there are differences across the various designs regarding what we do
with our data, how we represent & present it; Thorne recognizes that there is
perhaps a general process that underlies all of the designs—interpretive inquiry.
Her book represents a fine idea and discussion of how, in a general sense, we
process, interpret, & make sense out of qualitative data.
Denzin & Lincoln (Eds.): this is the true ‘state-of-the-art’ book on what is going on
in the deeper thinking, conceptualizing, acting-doing, & interpretation of
qualitative research. This book is deep, long, detailed, & represents a level of
scholarship & understanding that ANYONE who works with qualitative research
needs to be aware of & involved with….it is an intense book. You are getting it
because those of us who teach & use qualitative research at the CoN want you
to own the seminal text on the topic. You buy a number of quantitative/statistical
sources, & since this is the only required qualitative class you must take in your
PhD program, we want you to be informed by the best, most influential &
effective scholars of that discipline. At a minimum, you should read the Intro, the
closing chapter, & other chapters that detail the various designs & methods that
comprise the landscape of qualitative inquiry. We will talk more about it when we
meet in may in Albuquerque.
Essential Fundamental Texts
Denzin, N.K., & Lincoln, Y.S. (Eds.) (2011). The Sage handbook of qualitative research
(4th ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage. Denzin & Lincoln [Editors/Writers-Authors] represent
the cutting edge of critical methodologies in qualitative inquiry.
Lincoln, Y.S., & Guba, E.G. (1985). Naturalistic inquiry. Newbury Park: Sage.
[NOTE: if you could only own one classic reference for all of qualitative inquiry, this
would be that one….Jennifer]
Patton, M.Q. (2002). Qualitative research and methods evaluation (3rd ed.). Thousand
Oaks: Sage. This old, but is a timeless classic that brilliantly tells readers about
qualitative work and how to do it.
Richards, L., & Morse, J.M. (2007). Read me first for a user’s guide to qualitative
methods (2nd ed. or more recent ed.).Thousand Oaks: Sage.
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Thorne, S. (2008). Interpretive description. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press. This is
a wonderfully readable, accessible resource, especially for clinicians who want to add
qualitative methods to their toolkit as researchers.

Recommended Texts on Qualitative Research
Agar, M. (1994). Language shock: Understanding the culture of conversation. New York:
Perennial.
Agar, M. (1996). The professional stranger (2nd ed.). San Diego: Academic Press.
Atkinson, P., Coffee, A., Delamont, J., & Delamont, L. (2007). Handbook of ethnography
(paperback). London: Sage.
Auerbach, C.F., & Silverstein, L.B.(2003). Qualitative data: An introduction to coding and
analysis. New York: New York University Press.
Bochner, A.P., & Ellis, C. (Eds.). (2002). Ethnographically speaking: Autoethnography,
literature, and aesthetics. Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press.
Charmaz, K. (2006). Constructing grounded theory. London: Sage.
Cheek, J. (2000). Postmodern and poststructural approaches to nursing research.
Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Cooper, H. (1998). Synthesizing research: A guide for literature reviews (3rd ed. Or any
later edition), Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Creswell, J.W. (2007). Qualitative inquiry and research design: Choosing among five
traditions. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Daiute, C., & Lightfoot, C. (Eds.) (2004). Narrative analysis. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
•Denzin, N.K., Lincoln, Y.S., & Smith, L.T. (Eds.) (2008). Handbook of critical and
indigenous methodologies. Los Angeles: Sage.
Denzin, N.K., & Lincoln, Y.S. (Eds.). (2005). The Sage handbook of qualitative research
(3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage. [Note: emphasize chapters on critical ethnography and
CBPR/participatory research.]
Denzin, N.K. (2003). Performance ethnography: Critical pedagogy and the politics of
culture. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
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Denzin, N.K., & Lincoln, Y.S. (Eds.). (2002).The qualitative inquiry reader. Thousand
Oaks: Sage.
Denzin, N.K. (1997). Interpretive ethnography: Ethnographic practices for the 21st
century. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Emerson, R.M., Fretz, R.I., & Shaw, L.L. (1995). Writing ethnographic field notes.
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. [an old book, but a gem!]
Fetterman, D.M. (2010). Ethnography step by step (3rd ed.). Los Angeles: Sage.
Freire, P. (1997). Pedagogy of the heart. New York: The Continuum International
Publishing Group, Inc.
Freire, P. (1970). Pedagogy of the oppressed. New York: Continuum.
Flick, U. (2006). An introduction to qualitative research (3rd ed.). London: Sage.
Garrard, J. (1999). Health sciences literature review made easy: The matrix method.
Gaithersburg, MD: Aspen.
Glaser, B.G. (1978). Theoretical sensitivity. Mill Valley, CA: The Sociology Press.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. (1967). The discovery of grounded theory: Strategies for
qualitative research. New York: Aldine Publishing Co.
Grbich, C. (2007). Qualitative data analysis: An introduction. Los Angeles: Sage.
Habermas, J.(1992). The philosophical discourse of modernity. [translated by F.G.
Lawrence]. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
Hart, C. (1998, with additional recent reprints). Doing a literature review: Releasing the
social science research imagination. London: Sage.
Hegel, G.W.F. (1977). Phenomenology of spirit. Oxford: Oxford University Press. [Note:
Translated by A.V. Miller, with analysis of the text & foreword by J.N. Findlay]
Herr, K., & Anderson, G.L. (2005). The action research dissertation: A guide for students
and faculty. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Husserl, E. (1999). Cartesian meditations: An introduction to phenomenology. The
Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers.
Israel, B.A., Eng, E., Schulz, A.J., & Parker, E.A. (Eds.) (2005). Methods in communitybased participatory research for health. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Kleinman, A. (1988). The illness narratives. New York: Basic Books.
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Krueger, R.A., & Casey, M.A. (2000). Focus groups (3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Lewins, A., & Silver, C. (2007). Using software in qualitative research: A step-by-step
guide. Los Angeles: Sage.
Madison, D.S. (2012). Critical ethnography: Methods, ethics, and performance (2nd ed.).
Los Angeles: Sage.
Marshall, C., & Rossman, G.B. (2006). Designing qualitative research (4th ed.).
Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Merleau-Ponty, M. (2002). Phenomenology of perception. New York: Routledge
Classics. [Note: This book, a classic for phenomenology, was first published in French in
1945; translated later to English in 1962.]
Merleau-Ponty, M. (1964). The primacy of perception. Evanston, IL: Northwestern
University Press.
Minkler, M., & Wallerstein, N. (Eds.) (2008). Community-based participatory research for
health: From process to outcomes (2nd ed.). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Morgan, D.L. (1996). Focus groups as qualitative research (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks:
Sage.
Morse, J.M., Stern, P.N., Corbin, J., Bowers, B., Charmaz, K., & Clark, Adele (2009).
Developing grounded theory: The second generation. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast
Press.
Morse, J.M., Swanson, J.M., & Kuzel, A.J. (Eds.) (2001). The nature of qualitative
evidence. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Pink, S. (2007). Doing visual ethnography. London: Sage.
Polkinghorne, D.E. (2004). Practice and the human sciences. Albany: State University
of New York Press.
Polkinghorne, D.E. (1988). Narrative knowing and the human sciences. Albany: State
University of New York Press.
Polkinghorne, D.E. (1983). Methodology for the human sciences: Systems of inquiry.
Albany: State University of New York Press.
Richards, L. (2005). Handling qualitative data: A practical guide. London: Sage.
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Richards, L., & Morse, J. M. (2007). Read me first for a user’s guide to qualitative
methods (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Sarter, B. (Ed.). (1988). Paths to knowledge: Innovative research methods for nursing.
New York: NLN. [Note: I found this little gem of a book especially useful in my own PhD
program at the Univ. of CO; it is old, but is a very fine overview of numerous qualitative
methods…you may find a good used copy online—it is worth the effort!....J]
o Scheper-Hughes, N. (1992). Death without weeping. Berkeley: University of
California Press. [Note:This an outstanding but complex novel & critical
ethnography]
•
Silverman, D. (2001). Interpreting qualitative data: Methods for analysing talk, text and
interaction (2nd ed.). London: Sage.
Silverman, D. (Ed.) (2004). Qualitative research: Theory, method and practice (2nd ed.).
London: Sage.
Silverman, D. (2005). Doing qualitative research (2nd ed.).Los Angeles: Sage.
Stake, R.E. (2010). Qualitative research: Studying how things work. New York: The
Guilford Press.
Stanczak, G.C. (Ed.) (2007). Visual research methods: Image, society, and
representation. Los Angeles: Sage.
Stoecker, R. (2005). Research methods for community change. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Strauss, A.L. (1987). Qualitative analysis for social scientists. New York: Cambridge
University Press.
Stringer, E.T. (2007). Action research (3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Sullivan, G. (2010). Art practice as research: Inquiry in visual arts (2nd ed.). Los Angeles:
Sage.
Thomas, J. (1999). Doing critical ethnography. Newbury Park: Sage.
Wallace, B. C. (Ed.) (2008). Toward equity in health: A new global approach to health
disparities. New York: Springer.
Welton, D. (Ed.) (1999). The essential Husserl: Basic writings in transcendental
phenomenology. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press.
Wolcott, H.F. (2009). Writing up qualitative research (3rd ed.). Los Angeles: Sage.
Wolcott, H. F. (2005). The art of fieldwork (2nd ed.). Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press.
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Van Leeuwen, T., & Jewitt, C. (Eds.) (2001; with more recent reprints). Handbook of
visual analysis. Los Angeles: Sage.
Van Manen, M. (1997). Researching lived experience. Ontario: The Althouse Press.
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Appendix E
Priorities for Action in a Rural Older Adults
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